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ABSTRACT 
The combination of a set of rooted perfect phylogenetic trees on overlapping leaf sets 
into one supertree is important and fundamental for evolutionary biology. In this thesis, 
we will present three supertree technique, M~~', M1~F, MinCutSupertree, and compare 
the consensus properties of MI~P and MIFF with some consensus tree criteria. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW 
This is the part to m~T thesis ~~•hich explains the general idea. of and outline of my 
thesis. 
1.1 Introduction 
The tree concept is important to most areas of research. especiall~j evolutionary 
biology. It is usually used to present the evolutionary relation among a set of elements 
like biological sequences to study an ancestor divigent to its descendants. 
V`'hen given a set of collected input trees, how to amalgate them and provide one 
output tree to represent the information in the input tree set is also an important task, 
usually called the supertreE construction problem. For the special case «here all trees 
have the same input elements, «~e call it eon~E~nsus tree problem. 
For consensus tree problems, there exist some criteria to evaluate the quality of the 
output tree: Strict consensus. ~~Tajority consensus. and Adams Consensus. In this thesis, 
we «•ill restrict to rooted trees. 
Two well-kno~~~n supertree methods are ~~IRP, ~~I1inCutS~upertree. In this thesis, we 
also stud~T a method, :~IPF and concentrate on Comparing the consensus properties with 
:'1-ARP and :'I~1I~F. 
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1.2 Outline 
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we v~-i11 gi~le some basic terminolog~~ 
and background knowledge. In Chapter 3, we will present the supertree methods and 
consensus properties. Then, we will compare the properties of lI~1I~P and :'~f1~F ~~~ith 
consensus criteria individually- in Chapter 4 and 5. 
3 
CHAPTER 2. BASIC DEFINITION AND NOTATION 
This section gives basic definitions and concepts that will be used in my thesis. 
2.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions 
V``e .begin with some tree definitions and terminology. 
A tree is a set of vertices connected by a set of edges. The degree of a vertex equals 
the number of edges connected to. For atree T = (t%; E), a vertex v E ~'' is a terminal 
vertex or leaf if its degree is exactly one, and ~~•ill be labelled uniquely, denoted by one 
taxa. Otherv~-ise it is an internal vertex. we write ~(T } to denote the leaf set of tree 
T. :fin edge e = {u, v) E E is terminal if one of its endpoints is a Leaf, otherwise it is 
internal. 
In what follows, 1'~I denotes a set of elements called taxa and AFB denotes the 
symmetric difference bet«~een the sets ~ a.nd B. Tree ~T is called a phylogenetic tree 
on a labelled set of taxa :'~~1 if ,~ (T } _ ~I. 'T is called a. rooted phylogenetic tree if one 
and exa.ctl~r one of its internal vertice is distinguished, which can have degree of two; 
all other internal vertexes have degree at least three. The distinguished vertex is called 
the root, and represents the earliest evolutionar~T event. If no such distinguished node 
exists, the tree is called an unroofed phylogenetic tree. 
In a rooted tree, a vertex a is a descendent of a vertex b if the path from a to the 
root passes through b. Then b is called the ancestor of a. For a vertex v E V, the set 
containing all leaves that are descendents of z? is called a cluster. (1) { 2 ) 
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Adams (~) defines the relation <~ on the leaf set ,~(T} of a rooted phylogenetic tree 
T as follows. If A, B are two subsets of ~ (T }, A C B, and the lowest common ancestor 
of .~ is a proper descendant of the lowest common ancestor of B, then we ~~-rite .=~ <T B, 
and say that .~ nests in B . 
2.2 Compatibility and Information in Phylogenetic 1~ees 
2.2.1 Perfect Phylogenetic wee 
Let ~VI be a finite set. .~ character is a partition of ~'~1. The elements of a character are 
called states. A character with exactly two states is a binary character, and represents a 
bipartition of the set of taxa. A binary character (henceforth simply called a character} 
is a bipartition C = {Co, C.} of a subset '~-1c of 1'l~. The sets Co and C, are, respectively, 
the 0-state and the 1-state of C. If .~t~1C = 1l-I, C is said to be corri.plete, otherwise, it 
is incomplete. The set ~~~ — :'~1C is called the ?-state and is denoted C~. A complete 
character C' is a completion of ~' if Co C Co and C. C C;. In the next part of the thesis, 
~~~ithout special specification, eve will talk about rooted phylogenetic trees with binary 
characters. 
In what follows, C = (Ci )i-1 denotes a tuple of characters over 1VI and _~' is a subset 
of 1'~1. A completion. of C is a tuple C' _ (C')i=1 of complete characters such that, for 
i E {l, . . . , r}, C" is a completion of Ci. 
Suppose ~1 = { m,1, . . . , m S } . Then, C can be represented by a { 0, 1, ? } s x r matrix 
.~ _ [a2~] where aid is 0, 1, or '?, depending on whether mi is in Coo , C~., or C~?. A 
completion of .~ is a binary matrix B = [bz;] u-here aid E {big , ?} for all i, j. Thus, each 
column of B represents the completion of a character of C and B represents a completion 
of C. 
A phylogenetic tree T over ~~1 is a rooted tree that contains at most one node of 
degree tv~To, whose leaf set is :'~1. A cluster in T is the set of all leaves that descend from 
the same non-root node of T . The minimal subtree in T connecting ~~ is denoted b~- 
T~~- . Character C has convex states in T , if and onitij if Tjco and ~ jC, do not intersect 
in their sets of internal nodes. .A perfect phylogenetic tree for a set of characters has 
the property that for each state of a character, the set of all nodes that have that state 
induces a subtree. The perfect phylogeny problem asks whether there exists a perfect 
phylogeny for a gi~Ten set of characters C on a set of taxa ~~~. 
2.2.2 Character Compatibility 
Let C be a character set, and {C, C'} C ~. eve say C contains C' if C. C C;, and 
C is disjoint from C' if C. ~ C; _ ~. For - the matrix representation, two columns have 
containment or disjointness property if their relative characters have that propert~T. 
Characters Cp, CQ exhibit the containment property relative to _~' if either Cp. n .~' C 
C~, n ~' or Cq, n ~' C C'p, n ~'. Cp, CQ are disjoint rF~lative to _~' if (Cp. n _~') n (CQ, n ~') _ {~. 
character set C is said to be compatible if and only if there exists a phylogenetic 
tree T~ in v~Thich every character in C has convex states. 
The following basic result is proved by Esta.brook et al. (4). 
Theorem 1 A tuple C of complete characters is compatible, if and only if for every pair 
{1 
~ ote that this result does not hold for incomplete characters. 
It is well kno~-n (5) that if C is compatible and all its characters are complete, 
 r} can be partitioned, relative to _~', into sets B~, B~-, B1, . . . , Bt , with a corre-
sponding collection ~'1, . . . , _~'t of disjoint subsets of .~', such that: 
1. For every i E Bm, CZ, n ~' _ ~. 
Z . For every i E B x , Ci. n _~' _ _~' . 
s 
3. For j = 1, . .. , ~, (b C Ct. ~11~' C _~~ for every i E B;, and there exists at Ieast one 
i E B~ such that CZ, n ?~' _ ~?. 
4. For j = 1, . . . , ~. B; can be recursively partitioned relative to _~~; in the same «~ay 
that { 1, . . . , r} is partitioned relative to ~'. 
We refer to the recursive partition explained above as the canonical decomposition of C 
relative to ~ (5). 
CHAPTER 3. Review of Supertrees 
3.1 Supertree Construction Method 
3.1.1 Supertree Problem 
!~ supertree method is a method for combining a set of ph~-logenetic trees (input trees} 
~~~ith overlaping taxa. If all the input. trees have same leaves, «~e call this a consensus 
treE method. If the input tree leaf sets are different, no ``reasona.ble'~ supertree method 
exists for uprooted trees { 1?}. Thus here ~~~e restrict. our attention to rooted trees. 
For a rooted phylogenet i c tree T . the t ree t obt ained b~- cut t ing a set of internal 
edges (u, v) and identifying u ~ z~ is called a contraction from tree T , and we say tree 
T displays tree t. For a, set of rooted phti-logentic trees, if there is one ph~jlogenetic tree 
thaw can display all of them, this set of rooted phylogentic trees is compatible (?). 
~/Iany reseachers are trying to find one reasonable and eflicient algorithm to combine 
a set of input trees. `~` hen given a set of rooted phylogenetic. trees, we can use a 
polynomial-time algorithm to decide «~hether the input. trees are compatible (6). But 
when the input trees set is large. incompa.tiblity ~~~ill usually happen, then it is important 
to find one reasonable critera to combine the input: trees. Here I will introduce some 
existing supertree construction methods. The consensus properties of some of these are 
discussed later. 
V 
3.1.2 11il.I~P 
Matrix Representation Parsimony (MRP} was first independently presented as a su- 
pertree method by Baum and Ragan (i }, (8), (9}. It is one widely used supertree 
construction method, and has been studied extensively. _~~RP does not require the input 
trees to have the same leaf sets. It first converts input trees into a matrix of binary char-
acters, then runs a maximum parsimony algorithm on the supermatrix(usuall~T PAL'P 
Clo)}~ 
3.1.2.1 Supermatrix Represention for Input fees 
Let T be a phylogenetic tree over ~'~~ and let _~' be a cluster in T . The character 
representation of _~' is the character C where C, contains a.11 taxa in the cluster and 
Co = 1'~1— C.. Let ?~'1 , . . . , ~'~, be the clusters in T. The character representation of T is 
the tuple CT = (C1, . . . , Ck }, where, for i E { 1, ~ }, C~ is the character representation 
of ~'i. The matrix representation of T is the matrix representation of C~. 
Let ~" _ {Ti}i_1 be a set of ph~~logenetic trees over subsets of .1~1. The character 
representation. of ~" is the character tuple 
- (C11, . . . ,C1k 1,. . . .Cr1~ . . . ,Cr~ r }, 
where, for i E {l, . . . , r}, (Cil , . . . , Ci~t ) is the character representation of Ti. The matrix 
representation of ~' is the matrix A~ obtained by concatenating the matrix representa-
tions of Tl , . . . , Tr. .~ set of trees ~" _ {Tl , T2, T3} and its matrix representation is shown 
in Figure ~.1. 
3.1.2.2 Maximum Parsimony 
In a rooted phylogenetic tree T = (V, E), and ~ be the character set over M, the 
score called parsimony is the number of changes along edges. The principle of maximum 
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a c 
T2 T3
a l l l l l l 
b 1 1 0 0 1 1 
c 0 1 1 1 0 1 
. . 
e '? ? 0 1 0 0 
Figure :3.1 a collection of trees and its matrix representation 
parsimon~~ is to find a solution with smallest parsimony score defined as follows. For 
each C E ~, and i~ E t'•: 
• CT(-z~} is the state of node v 
• p(~~ (u ), CT(z~ } } is the state change along edge (u, v } E E «-here: 
0 
p(a, b) _ 
1 
• ~'C = ~(u.v)EEP\CT~2l~.C7~~2'~~ 
ifa=b 
ifa~b 
• ~~'~ _ ~cE~ SC is the parsimony score in T. 
For a vertex v E 1,' , v~•ith cluster ~' in the tree: 
• t~':,~ is the set of all vertices in subtree with cluster _~' of T rooted at v. 
• ~-~~ is the set of all vertices not included in subtree ~~•ith cluster _~' of T rooted at 
,z, 
• E~ is the set of all edges in subtree with cluster _~' of T rooted at v. 
• ET is the set of all edges not included in subtree with cluster ?~' of T rooted at v. 
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a b e d e Q. c e 
T1 T2
T* 
Figure 3.? Example of 1t~1RP 
T3
Example Let ~" _ {Ti , T2, T3} of Figure 3.? be the input set. Then the trees T~ of 
the same Figure are the P.aUP result of three input trees. 
The output is not always unique. Sometimes there will be a set of trees. This problem 
has been known to be ~ P-hard (11). But programs still exist like PAtTP. 1t~1~P is still 
one popular phylogenetic supertree reconstruction method and is widely used. 
3.1.3 MinCutSupertree 
The :'~~inC~utSupertree is one algorithm to construct rooted supertree proposed by 
C. Semple and : ~'I. Steel (?). It is a modification of the algorithm described by Aho 
et al. (6) v~•hich determines the compatibility of rooted trees in polynomial time. To 
describe .~ho's algorithm, t'i'e need some notation. Given a rooted phylogeny T for !'VI 
and A C .1~1, T ~:4 has the same meaning as for uprooted trees, except that the root 
of the minimal subtree connecting .4 is suppressed if it has just one child. Let T be 
a family of rooted phylogenies on subsets of M. Given a set _~' C M, T (X denotes 
{T ~_~' : T E T}. ~-C(T,1~1) denotes the graph with vertex set M where (s, t) is an edge 
if and only if there is a tree T E T such that s and t appear in the same connected 
11 
component. of T — {root(T)}. 
This algorithm is detailed in Figure 3.3. 
1-~ootedTreECompatibility(T,1lil} 
let 'T be a tree with a single vertex v, labeled 1'41 
i f ~-t (T ,1V1~) has more than one connected component tt~ e n 
for each. connected component X of ~ (T ,1V1) d o 
let TX = .I~ooted7'reeC'ompatibility~T~~~', ?~') 
make T~- a subtree of v in ~' 
return T 
Figure 3.3 The rooted tree compatibility algorithm. 
Rooted TreeCompatibilityclgorithm is not satisfactory-, because man~T rooted trees sets 
are incompabile. To address this problem, Semple and Steel used the following idea to 
allow the computation to proceed: .~ssign a weight function from input trees, delete the 
edges chosen from the union of the minimum-weight cut sets in a weighted graph related 
to ~-l; the graph is designed to preserve the nestings and binary subtrees that are shared 
by all of the input trees. The method has a pol~Tnomial time algorithm. 
a b e d e a c e b d a b c d e 
T1 T2
T* 
T3
Figure 3.4 Example of :'VlinCutSupertree 
1Z 
Example Let ~" _ { ~'1, T2, T3} in Figure 3.4 be the set of three input trees, and T 
is the result of T* . 
In (?}, Semple and Steel showed the properties of this algorithm: 
• It is a polynomial algorithm. 
• It returns at most one tree, and if the input trees are compatible, the output tree 
will displat- all input trees. 
• It preserves the nesting property and all binary trees common to all input trees. 
3.1.4 11i1I~ .1~ 
1Vlatrix ~epresenta.tion Flip (`~1RF} is a matrix representation based method using 
minimum flip model to pro~ride a reasonable approximation tree for the input trees. VVe 
call it the 1~1inFlip problem, and `~~as first. provided by O. Eulenstein and D. Fernandez-
Baca. It first converts input trees into a supermatrix of binary characters using the 
same coding method as in 3.1.?.l. If the given character set is compatible, then all 
the input trees are compatible and «~e can build a supertree directly. Otherwise, the 
incompatibilities are resol~Ted b`l making the smallest number of changes in the input 
character set to make the whole character set compatible. Each such change is called a 
.~Zp• 
To make these notions more precise. we need some definitions. 
In this section, we will discuss some relevant terminology and notation. S is a finite 
set of taxa, ~~( '~~ } denotes the po~~~er set of a set ~~'. V~~e define ~~f to be the set of all 
characters over the set 1'~1, ~' is a collection of phylogenetic trees over the set 1~~ . 
Definition 1 For a character C E C and a set F E 6~(M), define the flip-operation O 
as follows, 
C' _ ~'OF :~ Co = Co~F n C; = C.~F 
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The set F is called a flip for the character C, or simply a. ,flip. use refer only when the 
character C i.s obuious. ~ _flip F is called a d-flip if F C C., and an i-flip if F C C. _ (b. 
The flip operator is generalised to character tuples C = (CZ )i_1 as follows. Let ~' _ 
(FI )i_1 be a flip tuple.. Then. C' = C O ~' is the character tuple (C')i_1 ugh:ere, for i E 
{l r}, C' = CZ ~ Fi. The size of ~ is definEd as s(~) _ ~i_1 ~FT~ . 
Definition 2 flip-problems 
Given: .4 character tuple C E ~~~ ~u~h.ere r E ~ a.nd a number ~~ E ~. 
Questions: 
1. Flip Problem (FP): Does there exist a flip tuple ~' c ~~(_~1)'' zvherF s(~) C 1~, 
such that ~ ~/  ~ %s compatible '? 
?. D-Flip Problem (DFP): Does there exist a d flip tuple ~ E ~~(~~1)'' where 
s(~) C ~^, such that ~ d ~ is co~mpatiblE '? 
~3. I-Flip Problem (IFP): Does there exist an z flip tuple 3 E 6~(-'tl) r inhere s(~) < 
~, such that ~ G ~ is co~rnpatbl.e '? 
Flipping can be viewed as an operation on the matrix representation of character 
tuples. Suppose that :-~ is the matrix representation of C and that ~' is a flip tuple. :~ 
flip for entr~~ a?~ such that a2~ ~'' is the operation of replacing aid bti~ its complement. 
The matrix representation of C ~ ~' is the matrix obtained by, for all i, j, flipping entry 
a2~ 1 rn.i E ~ . 
The minimum flip problem. is, given a character tuple C, find aminimum-size flip 
tuple ~' such that C' = C ~ ~ is compatible. The tree T~ corresponding to C' is called a 
minimum flip tree. Figure 3.~ shoves a matrix representing a collection of incompatible 
I~ 
characters, a flip tuple ~", the matrix of compatible characters obtained b~- flipping 
according to ~', and the corresponding tree. 
C~ C2 C3 C4
a 1 1 1 1 
b 1 0 0 0 
c 1 1 0 0 
d 0 0 1 0 
e l 1 0 1 
C1 C2 C3 C:~ 
a. 1 1 I 1 
b 1 0 0 0 
c l 1 0 0 
d 0 0 0 0 
E 1 1 0 1 
Figure 3.5 Flipping to achieve compatibilit~~ 
~'~~hile flipping is defined for sets of characters, it can be used as a supertree construc-
tion method. Let ~" _ {Ti }i_1 be a set of trees a.nd let ~~ be the character representation 
of ~". Let ~' be a minimum-size flip tuple such that C~ O ~ is compatible. Then, the tree 
T ~` coresponding to ~~ D ~ is called a minimum, f dip tree for ~`". 
a b c de 
Tl 
T~ 1 
a c e 
T2
T~ 2 
Figure 3.6 Example of MRS 
T3
T* 3 
Example In Figure ~.;~, ~'" _ {Tl, T2, T3} is the input set. Ti , T2 , T3 are three 
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possible minimum flip trees of ~". 
Thus, the output is not always unique. ?~~ote that for the input trees in this example, 
the ~'~1I-~F and MAP give same output trees for the same input sets. 
3.2 Types of Consensus Properties 
~'onsensus methods are a special case of supertree methods v~-hen all input trees 
have the same leaf set. We now introduce some ~~~ell-known consensus methods to be 
discussed later. 
3.2.1 Strict Consensus 
Strict consensus is perhaps the simplest consensus method. For rooted input trees, 
the strict consensus tree contains the clusters common to all input trees (13). 
a b c d a d b 
Tl ~'2 T* 
Figure 3. r Example of StrictConsens~us 
Example In Figure 3.7, ~ _ {Tl , T2} is a set of input trees. T' is the Strict 
Consensus tree of ~". This example is a simplification of { 1). 
3.2.2 Adams Consensus 
Adams Consensus was the first consensus method for trees to be introduced, and 
perhaps is one of the most popular consenus methods (3) . It can only be used for rooted 
trees . 
.dams showed that the Adams consensus tree Adams(T) must have two properties: 
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• The output tree keeps all nestings common to all input trees 
• For every pair of cluster C, D in Adams output tree, if C CAdams(~ D, then 
C <~= D for all input trees Ti, Ti E T 
d d b 
T2 T~ 
Figure 3.8 Example of AdamsConsensus 
Example In Figure ~.~, ~" _ {T1, T2} is the set of input trees. T~ is the .A.dams 
consensus tree of ~". This example is a simplification of (1). 
3.2.3 Majority Consensus 
The ~~Tajority Consensus Tree of a set ~'" of rooted trees is a tree T* that contains 
every cluster that is contained in more than half the input trees (16), (14 ), (15 ). 
a. b c d b d a c a b c 
Tl ~T2 T3 
a b c 
T~ 
Figure 3.9 Example of .h~~ajori.tyConsensus 
Example In Figure 3.9, `J~ _ {Ti , T2, T3} is the set of input trees. T* is the Majority 
consensus tree of `3'.This example is a simplification of (1). 
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CHAPTER 4. Consensus Properties of MRP 
`'~'e no«~ study the consensus properties of .1VIRP. 
4.1 Adams Consensus 
In (3}, Adams showed two properties of Adam consensus tree. One of them is that 
the unique output tree will keep the nesting property. 
Theorem 2 Tt~e ~'~fRP does not all keep the nesting property. 
Proof. VV'e shovcT an example where one of the .'~~RP output trees does not keep the 
nesting property. 
a cdf b e 
T1
T* 
Figure 4.1 Counterexample for Adams Consensus 
lb 
~s shown in Figure 4.1. The input set of trees is ~' _ {T1, T2}, T * is one of the ~'~..~~P 
output trees. We let .a = { a, b, c} , B= { a, b, c, d, e, f } . Then A <~ B for t = Tl , T2, but 
A ~~= B. So 1'~.fRP does not keep the nesting properttil. 
4.2 Majority Consensus 
Theorem 3 The .~~1I-~P does not all beep the :Majority property. 
Proof. We shoal an example ti~rhere one of the :'~1I-~P output trees does not keep the 
Majority consensus property. 
a b e d e a c e 
T1 T2
T~ 
T3 
Figure ~.? Counterexample for majority consensus 
As shown in Figure 4.?. ~" _ {Tl , T2, T3} is the set of three input trees, and T* is one 
of ~'~IPP output trees. :~_{ a,b} is a cluster, in both Tl and T3, thereforce is contained 
in more than half of input trees. However, :4 is not kept in T ~. Thus .~1RP will not keep 
the ~Zajority consensus property. 
D 
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4.3 Strict Consensus 
Here we ~~~ill discuss the Strict consensus with .~IRP for complete characters. First I 
will show one proposition kept for complete characters. 
Proposition 4 Suppose C~ is in the strict consensus of C = (C2)i_1 and let ~' = C p̀.. 
Then {l, . . . , r} can. be partitioned into sets ~1, ~2, ~3, ~~ such that: 
1. foreachi Eli, Ci.=- 
~~~. for each. i E ,,7~, C'i. C 
~3. foreachz E~3. C2.0 ~. 
~. foreachiE~:~, t.~_ 
'roof. Suppose there is some i E { 1. . . . , r} such that i ~ ~i U ~2 U ,73 U ~.~ . Then, we 
must have either Ci. ~ ~' or Ci. ~ ~' and Ci. ~ ~'. In either case, Cp is incompatible 
with every Ci such that z E ~ 1. That is. C'~ is not in the semistrict consensus of C, a 
contradiction. 
Theorem 5 For corrzplete characters, ~~1RP ~~eeps the Strict Consensus property. 
'roof. `'~"e use proof bti- contradiction. Partition { 1, . . . , r} into the four sets ~i, . . . , ~4 
indicated by Proposition ~. If ~~1RP keeps the Strict Consensus property, then the out-
put tree will keep each cluster common to all input. trees. 'how suppose the 1VII~P T' does 
not keep cluster ~' common to all input trees. V`''e show that there exists one parsimony 
. .~ „ 
tree T" with ST > ~~ T 
1. Find the smallest cluster ~' that contains ~X in T', let tl' be the node under which 
X lies, 
2. Delete b's E ~' in T', keeping all inner nodes. Call the result T", 
3. Delete `ds E X in T', delete all inner nodes, onl~j keep x in one cluster under node 
4. `d2 E ~3 U ~4, in step l,there are m inner nodes produced in ~'' (~~'1, ~~~ 2 , . . . , Yl. m } . 
Randomly select inner node ~ n from these m inner nodes, and put cluster X under 
node U" to inner node L~,,,, delete other m — 1 inner nodes produced in G in step 
1, then we get a complete tree T", 
5. b2 E ~3 u  ~4 ~ ~Z' ~ 4"i ~T " ~ ~tT'~ ~ v } = Ci ZZ'~ (Z? } , ~v, 2.~ E V~~~'I , , Y x E _'~', C..~ iT „
~'` ( TI/ 
6. di E ,7i ~ b'2~ E L'~- in T", ~iT"  (v) _ •, ̀ dv E ~X in T", CiT„ (z?) = o, 
i . di E .~2 ~ b'2? E ~~~ in T", CiT,► ~v) = o, `dv E Vh~ in T", ~iT ►~ 
u) _ 
) _ ~iT~(2~)~CiT~~(U" ~ 
Example Let .~' _ {c, b} of Figure 4.3 be the cluster common to aII input trees. 
And Figure 4.3 shows one example how to achieve the steps above tO get T". 
This contradicts the assumption that T' is 1V~RP. Thus, the ~1PP must keep any one 
cluster common to all input trees, and ~IRP keeps the Strict Consensus property. To 
prove that T" has a smaller total number of state changes along the edges, we proceed 
as follows: 
~ d2 E d2? E ~~~ lIl T " , ~i7' „ (v} _ •, dv E ~X n , Ci i7'„(v} = O, SO 
T" ~~ct = p(ciT`~(2l), CiT~~(v)) = 1 
(u,v}EE 
'~ 1 
~~' 1 
a c b d e 
T' 
~ < 
a. 
ui 
i -, 
~~ 2 
a. a E 
Figure 4.3 Steps to get T" 
but in T', ~ is not a cluster, so 
~~C ~ _ 
Thus 
Then 
EE 
pl~i7''~u~, CiT' 
~,T~, ,T, 
~,T,► C ~T~ 
Ct ~. ~_ 
Z E .Ti i E ,~i 
e 
• d2 E ~2~ d2~ E 
~`~T»
~ CiT"~Z~I 
CiT (t T,) , and 
SO 
(u,v)EEX",u,v~~,
sT" ct = 
o~ `dZ~ E ~,~ „ 
p~CiT"~u~~ CiT"(,Z'~} _ 
(u,v)EE~~, 
(u,Z=)EST, 
GiT" ~ Z~ _ ~i T' 
p~ ~iT" ~u ), CiT„ ~ 2' ~ ~ + pl ~iT" ~ l 
T„ 
), Ci7'~, 
p{~iT'` u~~ ~iT'~ 2')) + p~CiT'l~-' )• ~iT " \ 2'' / / 
is not a cluster in T', while it is a. cluster in T", ~~~e delete all inner nodes in ~' 
in step 3, but deep the states of remaining inner nodes to get cluster ~', so 
an d 
and 
Thus 
and 
then 
p~~iT"(~u~), CiT"~z')) C p(CiT'(~zt~). ~iT'~~Z')} 
(u•L')EEh' (u~ti)EE~ 
Ci 7' ~i ~ 1~~ n ) = l.' z 7' ~ (2') = o 
~(~iT"~~'„ ~~ CiT"~t~~~~n~) ~ 
(LT'.2' EE,21~y 
~.~~ " ~ ,r~C , 
z z 
p(C2 
~T" T' `SC= ~ Sc= 
iE~T2 iE.72 
i ~, 
CiT"~Z'~~ 
?3 
• d1 E ~3 U .l 4, b2' E ~`~ 
,~ ' C,,YT~~ ~ Z?) — ~„2T~ 
T": 
and In T 
d2', u. ~ j~~ ►', CtT„ {u} = CiT„ {Z'}, SO In 
T" SC= — u z EE T" ,u v~X p(CiT"(u)• CiT►'{z~})-~-( ~ ~) ~- 
~(u v>EE~.„ p(CiT"(u)~ CiT"(2')) -+ p{C'iT„(t T"}. CiT ►{t~ n}) 
T` — ~ .~ ~~Ct — ~ u,v)EE7.' ,u,v~X p(~'iT'( 21)~ CiT'{ 2~ )) ( ~ 
!~{ ) T' p(CiT'(u)~ CiT'( 2'~~ + ~j_1,... ,m 
p(CiT'(t,r~~ 
u.v EEC. 
Because 
m, 
p(CiT" 
~„ (u,v)EE~~ 
«~e hale 
u 
, CT, 
CiT„ (2'I ~ — ~ p{CiT`(21~. CriT'(~Z') 
(u' Z1)EE ~ 
p(CiT"(t,'„), CiT~~{V~'n}} ~ p{CiT'(t ;71l 1~ CiT'(~"~~ 1)) - ~-
. . . ~ 
p (CiT' { L 
r ~~ } 
~ CiT' (~~~~ m) 
j'~"~)) 
is not a cluster in T ̀, while is a cluster in T", we delete other rn —1 inner nodes 
produced in ~'' in 1, but keep the states of remaining inner nodes, so: 
SO 
then 
p(CiT"(u~~ CiT"{Z~~~ ~ 1 ptCiT'(u~~ Ci 
(u,v)EET",u,v~~l' (u,v)EET, ,u.v~~,
~,T„ ~ ~,T, 
~. C= _ ~. Ct 
T" T' 
,SC= C S C= 
Z E .73 U.74 Z E •-73 U.74 
~~ 
• Therefore. 
S~ „ < ~~,~ 
Because the score of T" is smaller that of T', but T' is the .~~I~P, ~~•e have a contradiction. 
Hence. for complete characters, '~~~P must keep each cluster common to all input trees. 
r 
V ~~ 
CHAPTER 5. Consensus Properties of MRF 
V~~~e no~~~ stud- the consensus properties of :'t~1~F. 
5.1 Adams Consensus 
In (3), Adams showed the t~~~o properties of :edam consensus tree. One of them is 
that the unique output tree ~~~ill beep the nesting property-. 
Theorem 6 Th.e :'I1RF does not a-ll ~Eep th.E nesting property. 
Proof. Figure ~.l sho«•s an example v~•here the minimum-flip tree does not have 
the nestings of the :dams consensus. The input set of trees is ~" _ {Tl , Tz }, T * is a 
minimum-flip tree. The flips required to obtain T~ are indicated b~- braces in the matrix 
representation of ~. Let .-~ _ { a., b, c} , B = { a , b. c, d, e, f } . Then ~-I C t B for t = Tl , T2, 
but, .~ ~T• $. 
O 
5.2 Majority CorlseYlsus 
Theorem 7 The :'t1I-~F does riot all ~•eep the :Majority property. 
Proof. Figure ~.? shows a set ~" _ {Tl , TZ, T3} of input trees, the matrix representa-
tion of ~", and aminimum-flip tree ~T ~` for ~"; the flips required to obtain T ~ are indicated 
'~6 
a c d f b e 
T1 TZ
Cl CZ C3 C~ C; Cs C- Ca ~ C'y 
a 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
b 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 [1] 1 
c 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
d 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
e [0] [0] [0] 1 1 1 1 1 1 
f 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T~ 
Figure ~.l Counterexample for :~da.ms consensus 
b~- braces around t:he appropriate entries of the matrix. _~' _ {a, b} is a: cluster that 
appears in two out of the three input trees, but is not exhibited bar T*. Thus, flipping 
does not preserve t Ze majorlt~- consensus. 
5.3 Strict Consensus 
Here v~~e shove that ~'~1~F preserves the Strict consensus. VVe first give a proof for 
complete characters and then discuss the modifications needed for incomplete characters. 
a b e d e a c e 
T~ Tz T3 
Ci C2 C3 C~ Cs C6 C- 
a 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
b [1] 0 1 1 [l~ 0 1 
c 0 1 0 0 0 (1] 1 
d 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
e 0 0 0 [1] 0 0 0 
Tx 
Figure ~.? Counterexample for majority- consensus. 
5.3.1 Complete characters 
~~ e sav that tree ~' exhibits character C if there exists a cluster _~' in T such that 
V 
~' = C.. ~~'e extend this notion to multisets of characters in the natural wa.tir: tree T 
exhibits character set C if each C in C is exhibited by T. ~~~e show that anv supertree 
returned bti- ~TRF exhibits the strict consensus of the input trees. 
Lemma 8 Let C = (Ci )2_1 be a character tuple anal _~' C ~~1 be a cluster such. that C'i. (1 
~' E {Q~. ~'}. 1 < i C r. SupposE that ~ i--~~ a flip tuple such that ~ O F %s compatible and 
for every pair a, b E { 1, . . . , r}, (CQ ~ FQ ), (Cb O F~) exhibit the containment property 
relative to ~'. Then, there exists a f~l:p tuple ~"' such. that 
(i) C D F' is co~mpatiblE, 
zs 
(iii) (Ci ~ F'), n ~~' E {fib, X } and (C~ O F'), n _k' _ (Ci ~ Ft ), n -~' , and 
(iv) if Z is the set of all j E {l, . . . , r} such that (Cj ~ F~ ), n _~' _ ~', then 
I{jEz:~3.n-~'= ~'}I>I{j~~:C~.n~'=~}I. 
goof. For i = 1: , r : let C' = C2 O Fi. Assume, without loss of generalit`~, that 
This implies that 
Ci.n ~'CC2.n-~'c.. .CC~~n ~'. 
Cl. n ~cC2~n ~'~. ..~C',n~~', 
(5.1) 
for. otherwise, there would exist a, b E { 1, . . . , r} such that CQ, n Cb. ~ {Q~, CQ., Cb. }. 
Thus, b~- Theorem 1, C' _ (Ci )i=1 `would be incompatible, a contradiction. 
Observe that if C1~. n A' _ ~, then C', n ~' = F2 n ~', and if Ci, n _~' _ ~', then 
C', n ~' _ ~' — Fi . Furthermore, b~T (5.1) , if 1 < a < b C r, CQ. n _~' _ ~' and 
Cb.n~'= , then ~'—FQ cFb n_~'. 
Let ~~ be the largest index in { 1, ?, . . . , r} such that Ck, n _~' _ ~ and 
1<j<k, C~,n1i.0 
If no such index exists, let ~• = 0. 
1<~<k, C~.nX=~ 
Define ~' _ (Fi , . . . , F,') as follo«~s. For j = 1, . . . , ~, 
• ifCj,n_~'=~thenF~=Fj —(Fj nA') 
• ifC;,n ~'=A'then F~=Fj U(_~'—F; }. 
For j — ~~ ~- 1, . . . ,r, 
• ifCj,n?~'=Q~thenF~--FjU(~~'—Fj) 
?9 
• ifCj,n1~'= 'then F3=Fj —(Fj n ~'} 
For i = 1, . . . , r, let C" = Ci ~ F'. Bti- the above construction, C~; n ~' _ fib, for j = 
1. . . . , ~ . C'; n k' _ ~' . for j = ~ ~- l , . . . , r, and C3; n _~' = C~; n ~' , for j = 1, . . . , r, 
Thus, by (5.?), 
Ci.CC~a.~...CC'~, 
and, by Theorem 1, C D ~'' is compatible. 
To complete the proof, we show that s (~'') < s (~') . ~~ote that 
=1 
IFiI = — IFjn ~'I --~ I~'—Fjl 
1 < j <k, C~. nX =0 1 < j <k, C~, nX =A' 
o, (5.~) 
where the inequality follo~~~s from (5.3 } . 
:how consider characters ~~-~-1 through r. By definition of ~~, for each t E {~~-}- 1, . . . 
such that Ct. n ~' _ fib. we have 
k-~1<j<t, ,. nX =11' 
I~'—FBI• 5.5) 
Let ~ yl , y2, . . . , yn ~ be the maximal increasing subsequence of ~~ -~ 1. ~ -f- ?, . . . r 
consisting of all indices j such that Cj. n _~' _ (d. V~''e now prove the follov~•ing claim, 
which implies (iv) . 
Claim. For h = 1.2, . . . , n, I{j E {~^ -~- 1, . . . , yh} : Cj. n _~' _ ~'}I > h.. Proof. By 
induction on h . 
«'hen h = 1, since ~ is the maximal index satisfying (5.3), from (5.5), we have 
I Fyn n _~' I< I _~' — Fj I 
k+l<j<yl, C~,nX=X 
By equation (5.1), however. for every j E {~ ~- 1, . . . , yi } such that Cj, n ~' _ _k', 
IFy~ n.~~ > ~X — F;~. 
~o 
Thus, there exists at. least one j E {l~ + 1, . . . , yl } such that C;. n ~' _ ~', and the claim 
holds. 
~ o«~ suppose the claim holds for all values less than or equal t:o h . For h ~- l , we have 
two cases, depending on whether or not there exists at least one j c {y~,, . . . , yh+1 } such 
that Cj. n Vi ' _ ~'. If such a j exists, then by assumption. for j { j E { ~~ ~- 1, . . . , yh } 
Cj, n ~~' _ ~' } ~ > h . Thus. ~ { j E { ~~ + l , . . . . yh+1 } : ~'~, n ~' _ ~' } ~ > h -{-1 a.s required. 
Suppose there is no such j . B`T h~Tpothesis, we must have 
> h. 
If strict inequality holds. eve are done, so let us assume equalitt-. Let ~u,l , u~2, . . . , wh 
be the maximal increasing subsequence of ~k -}- 1. ~n -~- ?, . . . y~.~ ~ consisting of a.11 indices j 
such that CVj. n ~' _ ~'. Then, 
Cu,i , n _~' c Cy l . n -~', C~~. n _~' c Cy2, n ~' Cu.h. n ~' C Cyh , n _~'. 
Thus, 
_~ — F~~ 
But this contradicts the fact that 
Thus, 
and then 
.nom=0 
F; n_~~ 
as required. D 
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The claim implies that there exists an increasing subsequence ~~1, . . . , gin} of ~~ -~-
1, . . . , r~ such that ~i C yi and ~'Zt , n _~' _ ~' for i = 1, . . . , n. 
r 
j=k+1 3=k~-1 
F, ~ _ ~' — Fjl, — ~. ~Fjn~' 
k-{-1<j<r 
C~, n~' =0 
n 
C (~' Fyt 
i=1 
0, 
n 
i= 
k+1<j<r 
~ Fit n ~' 
where the last line follo~~~s from (~.l ), which implies that ~' — Fyt < F t n _~' for each i. 
Thus, by (5.4 } and (~.6), 
r 
~~~~~ — 5~~~ _ ~ ~F~ -~ 
o. 
as desired. ~ 
r 
j=1 
Lemma 9 Let ~' C ~1 be a cluster and C = (C2 }i_1 be a character tuple such. that ~'i, n 
~' _ {~, _~'}, 1 < i C r. Let ~' be a flip tuple such. that C' = C ~ ~' is compatible and let 
B~, B ~~. B1, . . . , Bt be a canonical decomposition of C' relative to .~', with- corresponding 
collection _~'1, . . . . ~'t of subsets of ?~'. assume that B~, Bh- _ ~, and that for 1 C j C t, 
C'~ n ~' _ ~'j for ez~e~ry E Bj and 
Then there exists a flip tuplE ~'' such. that C O ~'' is compatible, s(~) > s(~'), and for 
i = 1, ? r (Ci O F'), n ~' E {~, _~'} and (Ci d F'}, n ~' _ (~'i O Fi}, n ~'. 
proof. Let ~' _ ~ D ~ and C' = Ci O Fi, for i = 1, . . . , r. It follows from Theorem ?? 
that for e~Tery a , b E { 1, . . . , r } . if a , b E Bj for some j E { 1, . . . , t } , then 
~~ 
andifaEB2,bEB~, i~j,then 
for other~~~ise, in either case, CQ~ n Cb. ~ {~, CQ,, Cb.} and C' v~~ould be incompatible. 
Construct ~'` as follov~ts. Let 
and let 1. be the index j that maximizes d~ . Let C' = C ~ ~ and C' = CY D Fi, for 
i = 1, . . . . r. For each B~, j ~ 1, and each ~ E B~, define F~ so that C~~~ n ~' _ ~J; that is, 
• ifC~;.n ~'=~b, letFk=F~—(Fk n ~') 
• ifC~;,n_~'= k'. let F~=FkU(?~'—F~:}. 
For each ~~ E Bl, define Fk so that C~~ n ~' _ ~'; that is. 
• ifC~;,n_~'=~b, letF~—F~U(~'—F~,} 
• if Ck.n_~' _ ~', let F,~= F~; —(F~n ~'}. 
Let C" = C O ~ and C" = Ci O F1, for ~ = 1, r ~~'e sho~~l that C" is compatible. 
dote that. or i = 1, . 
Consider any pair a, b E B~ , for some j . Then Cap n ~' = Cb; n ~' and, by (5. i ), 
C Q, n Cb, E {Cap, Cb~ } . For e~~ery pair a, b such that a E B2, b E B~, i ~ j , ( a. 
(Cb; n ~') = Q~, Hence, b~T (5. b } . CQ, n Cb; _ ~b . Therefore, for every a , b E { 1, . . . , r } , 
CQ~ n Cb; E {fib, CQ,, Cb;}, and, by Theorem ??, C" is compatible. 
~'e nov~~ argue that s(~"') C s(~). 
For each B~, form ((B~ (—d~ )/Z pairs (C'~. C'~ } of characters in B~ such that Cy.n1~' = Q~ 
and C~, n ~' _ _?~', and where all the Cg's are distinct and so are the C~'s. Note that 
.there are d~ unpaired characters. 
~~ 
Consider any { y, ~ } E B~ . If j ~ l , since F' = F~ U (~' — Fz ) , F~ = Fy — (Fy n ~' ) 
and ~' — F~ =Fy n _~', ~F`~ -~- ~Fy~ _ ~Fz , -}- (Fy ~. If j = 1, since Fy = Fy U (_~' — Fy ), 
F'=F~—(F~n?~'),and~'—Fy =FZ n ~',weagainhave ~F'~ -~- ~Fy~= ~F~~ -~~Fy ~. 
Thus, the contribution of the paired characters across all B;'s to s(~'} stays constant 
relati~•e to their contribution to s(~). 
For B1, the contribution of the unpaired characters to the decrease of s(~'') relative 
to s (~') is dl • ((~' (— y ~'1 ~) . For B~ , j ~ l , the contribution of the unpaired characters to 
the increase of s (~"') relative to s (~"} is d~ • ~ _~'~ ~ . The net decrease is therefore 
J~~ 
«Thick is nonnegative. since dl has maximum value. 
Thus, s(~'} C (3). 
Theorem 10 Let C = (Ci }r=I be a t~uple of complete characters oi~e~r :'~~1. Then any 
minimum flip treE~ of C exhibits tie strict consensus of C. 
'roof. (By contradiction.) Let ~ be the optimum flip tuple such that C' _ ~ ~ ~' 
is compatible. assume that there exists a character Cp in the strict consensus of C 
such that Cp ~ C1 for every i E {l, . . . , r}. Let _~' = Cp.. ~'Ve achieve contradiction 
by showing that there exists a flip set ~'' ~~~ith s (~'`) < s (~"}, such that C" _ ~ O ~'' is 
compatible and Cp E C". 
Partition { 1, . . . , r} into the four sets ~i ,7:~ indicated b~T Proposition 4. Clearly, 
p E ~ 1. For every z E ~ 1, let Fi' _ (b. Since C~ ~ Ci O ~'i for every i E ~ l , Fi ~ Q~ for 
every i E ~ 1. Therefore, ~ Z E Ji ~ F' ~ < ~ Z E ~~i ~ Fi ( . 
For every i E ~ 2, let F' = Fi — .~'. Clearly. ~iE~2 ~ Fi'~ < ~iE~2 ~ Fi ~. 
Let B~, B~- , B 1, . . . , Bt be a canonical decomposition of (Ci ~ Fi }iE.73u~4 relative to 
~'. The goal is to find a flip tuple (~'}iE.7au,14 such that 
~~ 
(1) if Z is the subset of ,73 U ~ 4 containing all i such that (C; D F;'), fl ?~ _ ~ ,then 
and 
(~) for every i E ~3 U ,7~ , (CZ O F' ), n ?~' _ (Ci O F~ ), n _~' and (Ci ~ FI' ), n ~~' E { Q~, _~' } . 
The procedure to generate the new• flip tuple is defined recursivelti- as follov~-s. 
Base case If t < 1 and for every a, b in B~- U B1, Cd O F~, and Cb ~ Fb exhibit the 
containment property relative to ~~', apply Lemma 8 to obtain a flip tuple ~'' such 
that s(~`) < s(~). 
Recursion If the base case does not hold, for j = 1, . . . , t, recurse on the canonical 
decomposition of B; relative to ~~ . The result is, for each ~j, a tuple (~")iE~1 such 
that, 
(1) if ~1 is the set of all ~ E B~ such that (C~ O F~' }, n ~' _ _~', then 
} 
and 
('~) for all i E B; , (Ci O F"},n ~~ _ (Ci ~ Fj ),n_~'; and (Ci D Fi'),n_~'~ E {~,.~;}. 
Let B~, Bh-, B1, . . . , Bt, be a canonical decomposition of (Cz L~ ~'")zE.7su:T4. Apply 
Lemma 9 to (CZ O Fi")iEBi u...uB=~, to obtain a flip tuple (F"')iEBi u...uBt~ . For i E 
I// // ~ /// r ~ 1 r B~ U B ~~ , let Fi = F2 . Finally, use Lemma b on (FZ )~_1 to obtain (F~ )Z-i • 
Since each step uses Lemmas S and 9, compatibility is preserved and 
2E.~3u.T4 zE.~3u;T4 
Thus, s(~"') < s(~). o 
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5.3.2 Incomplete characters 
~'ext we v~Till pro~Te incomplete problem ~~ill also keep the Strict Consensus property-. 
ti'tr'e first generalize Prop 4 to incomplete characters. 
Proposition 11 Suppose Cp is in the strict consensus of C = (Ci}i-1 and let _~' = Cp.. 
Th-en { 1, . . . , r} can be partitioned into 
1. foreachi E,~i , CZ.=~~'. 
?.foreachiE~z,C~.C=~'~ 
~. for each i E ~ 3, Ci. U Ci? C 
.~. or eac i E ~4; -z. ~ ~ . 
Lemma 12 Let .~' C :'VI be a cluster for ~" _ {T2}i_1 , then 
and 
sets ,7i , ,72, ,7s, ,7a 
C1~ _ ~ 
Z E:.Ti 
Proof. For ~ C ~1 is a cluster for ~' _ { T1 } 1_ 1, then 
such that: 
b'x E ~'.x E (~Tl nCl )o u(~T2 nC2}ou. . .u(~Tl nCl}o
Therefore, no x exists such that 
x E C1~nC2~n...nC1~ 
and thus 
Ci? _ ~ 
i E;Ti 
3s 
Theorem 13 Let C = (C't } 1 be a tuple of incomplete characters over '~1. Then any 
minimum ~ip tree of C exhibits the strict consensus of C. 
Proof. eve use proof b~~ contradiction, as we did for complete characters. Let ~' be 
the optimum flip tuple such that C' = C ~ ~' is compatible. assume that there exists 
a character Cp in the strict consensus of C such that Cp ~ Cz for evert z E { 1, . . . , r} . 
Let _k' = Cp.. ti~''e achieve contradiction by showing that there exists a flip set ~'' with 
s(~"') < s(~'), such that C" = C O ~'' is compatible and C'p E C". 
Partition {l, . . . . r} into the four sets ~1, . . . , ~.~ indicated by Proposition 11. Clearly, 
p E ~i • 
For every i E ~ 1. let Fi' = Q~ and `' ~ 0. 
• Since di E ,7i . F; > Q, 
— if AFT > ~J. s(~i) < ~(~i) 
— other«•ise, di E ,71, F, _ (d, then ~i C C~., and there exists sequencing of 
(C, OFl ). C (C2 ~F2).. . . C (Ci ~FI ). 
and (C2 D Fz )o ~ -~ , so 
(C, O F, ), n (C2 D F2).n... . , n(C, D F~). ~ 0 
_~ c (C, D Fl ). n (CZ O F2 }.n.. . . , n(C~ D Fr ). 
and 
Therefore 
~:r E _~,x E (CI ~F I ).n(CZ OF2).n,. . . ,n(Cr OFr ). 
From Lemma. 1 
di E ~1,c1~nC2~n...nCl~ _~ 
~l 
Then di E ~ 1, Ft = 0 does not hold. Thus, 
diE~i.Fi>~ 
Since Cp ~ Ci O ~'i for everti~ i E ~i, Fi ~ ~ for ever~~ i ~ ~ 1. Therefore, ~iE~~1 ~F' 
~iE:Ti I Fi I • 
For ever- E ,72, let Fi' = Fi — ?~', '' f- o. Clearl~~. ~iE.T ~ F'i' < ~i EJ2 ~ Fi ~ . 
For ever~T i E ~3 U,7:~. proceed as v~~e did for complete characters. Thus. compatibility-
is preserved and 
I ~i /
Z E..T3 U.f4 
Thus, s(~'') < s(~'). 
~l 
3b 
CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
~~e ha`~e studied the consensus properties of '~71~P, :'~-1I-~F'. `'t~e have sho~~~n that thetiT all 
keep the strict consensus, but fail to keep the ~'Iajority~ and Adams consensus properties. 
It is interesting to find whether there exists one more general criteria for supertree 
problems so that the output result will be more reasonable. .and for situation like :~VIPP 
and 'l1~PF, where the output tree is not guaranteed to be unique, it would be useful to 
have a criterion to find the most `'reasonable'' output tree. 
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